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ABSTRACT

Our previous analysis of tick�by�tick interbank For�
eign Exchange �FX� rates has suggested that the mar�
ket is not ecient on short time scales� We �nd that
the price changes show mean�reverting rather than
random�walk behavior ���� The results of rescaled
range and Hurst exponent analysis presented in the
�rst part of this paper further con�rms the mean�
reverting attribute in the FX data� In the second
part of this paper� we report the highly signi�cant
correlations between Bid�Ask spreads� volatility and
forecastability that we have found in the FX data�
These interactions show that higher volatility results
in higher forecast error and increased risk for market
makers� and that to compensate for this increase in
risk� market makers increase their Bid�Ask spreads�

�� Introduction	 Tick�by�Tick
Interbank FX Rates

Tick�by�tick interbank FX data consists of a sequence
of Bid�Ask prices quoted by various �rms that func�
tion as market makers� While Bid�Ask price quotes
from many market makers are displayed simultane�
ously by wire services such as Reuters and Telerate�
a single price series can be constructed from the se�
quence of newly updated quotes�

We are analyzing a full year of such tick�by�tick
Interbank FX price quotes for three exchange rates�
the Deutschmark � US Dollar rate �DEM�USD�� the
Japanese Yen � US Dollar rate �JPY�USD�� and the
Deutschmark � Yen �DEM�JPY� cross�rate� The data
were obtained from Olsen � Associates of Z�urich�
The data sample includes every tick from October
�		
 through September �		�� For the DEM�USD�
the year has ������	�� ticks�

For some purposes� it is useful to �rst �reduce�
the dual Bid and Ask series to a single average price
series� While we have taken this approach in some
of our work� we have also studied the Bid�Ask series
separately and other quantities such as the spread
and volatility�
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Figure �� Contour plot of two dimensional prob�
ability distributions for successive Ask returns for
the DEM�USD exchange rate during October �		
�
which consists of ���� ��� ticks� The black thick line
with a slope of about �� shows the anticorrelation of
successive Ask returns� Similar results obtain for the
Bid series and the data in other time periods�

In this paper� we present some of our results on the
price behavior of tick�by�tick interbank FX data� We
report the temporal correlation structure of the data
via rescaled range analysis in section 
� In section ��
we demonstrate the interactions of Bid�Ask spreads�
volatility and forecastability by observing their cross�
correlation coecients� While our studies have been
extended to other exchange rates� all the examples
given in this paper are with DEM�USD�


� Temporal Correlation Structure	
Rescaled Range Analysis and

Hurst Exponents

In our previous studies ���� we have investigated
the short term price behavior of tick�by�tick interbank



FX data� We examined the one and two tick proba�
bility distributions� the autocovariance functions� the
distribution of zero�crossing times and the short term
price patterns� The results of this analysis show the
presence of short term mean reversion in the tick�by�
tick data� As an example to demonstrate this mean�
reverting attribute� Figure � plots contours of a two
dimensional histograms of frequencies of returns for
DEM�USD�

To study the behavior of returns on time horizons
longer than a few ticks� we perform rescaled range
analysis and compute Hurst exponents �see ��� and
�
��� This analysis is able to quantify long�term cor�
relations and deviations from Gaussian behavior in a
stochastic process��

The rescaled range R�S on time scale N ticks is
computed as follows� De�ne the detrended cumula�
tive return from time t� on time scale N as

X�N� t�� �� �
t���X

t�t���

�rt �m�N� t��� for � � f�� Ng �

���
where rt is the one tick return at time t and the
mean return is m�N� t�� �

P
t��N

t�t���
rt�N � De�ne

X�N� t�� �� � �� and note that X�N� t�� N� � �� The
range is then

R�N� t�� � max
�

X�N� t�� �� �min
�

X�N� t�� �� � �
�

and the rescaled range R�N� t���S�N� t�� is obtained
by dividing by the standard deviation of the returns
computed for the same interval of lengthN beginning
at time t��

The average rescaled range denoted �R�S��N� is
obtained by averaging R�N� t���S�N� t�� over t� for a
long sample of ticks M � N � If �R�S��N� follows an
approximate scaling law� then the Hurst exponent H
is de�ned by

�R�S��N� � �CN�H � ���

where C is a constant� Note that for a stochastic
process� H � ��� ��� The case of H � ��� corresponds
to a Gaussian and statistically independent process�
Other values of H indicate the presence of statistical
correlations� with the cases H � ��� ���� and H �
����� �� corresponding to mean�reverting and mean�
averting �trending� processes respectively�

Figure 
 shows the rescaled range analysis for Oc�
tober �		
 DEM�USD Bid returns� Both the orig�
inal data and scrambled data were analyzed� The

�A related analysis involving the computation of drift expo�
nents has been conducted by researchers at Olsen� Associates�
as described for example in ��� and references therein�
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Figure 
� Rescaled range analysis for DEM�USD dur�
ing October �		
� The lower slope for the original se�
ries for time scales less than ���� ticks suggests that
mean reversion is present within these time scales�
For reference� a typical business day has about �� ���
ticks in DEM�USD market�

upward shift in the curve for the scrambled data is
evidence for mean reversion of the original series on
all time scales measured� Figure � shows Hurst ex�
ponents measured on data samples of varying lengths
up to ������ ticks�

To explain the above results� we have performed
rescaled range analysis and computed Hurst expo�
nents for two AR��� returns processes� one which is
mean averting and a second which is mean reverting�
�Here� we use the terms �mean averting� and �mean
reverting� in the very short term sense as determined
by the sign of the coecient of the AR��� returns
process�� Figure � shows the results of this analysis
for both processes� It is clear from these results that
the DEM�USD series behaves like the mean reverting
process analyzed on the right hand graphs�

It is interesting to note that the observed Hurst
exponents for FX data and for synthetic data depend
on both the time scale window N and the length of
the data M considered� Both N and M determine
the estimation accuracy� In general� two types of es�
timation errors exist in rescaled range analysis and
computation of Hurst exponents� One is referred to
as low frequency distortion� which happens when the
time scale N is large and the assumption M � N is
hardly satis�ed� As shown in Figure 
� the average
rescaled range �R�S��N� becomes less smooth when
the time scale N increases� Therefore� the estima�
tion accuracy of Hurst exponents will also fall down�
The low frequency distortion can be overcome by us�
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Figure �� Hurst exponents for DEM�USD estimated
for each month for di�erent time scales ranging from
��� to ������ ticks� Curves for both original and
scrambled returns are shown� The dotted line shows
Hurst exponents estimated for a simulated Gaussian
process� The di�erences between the original and
�scrambled � Gaussian� exponents are due to mean
reversion in the DEM�USD series�
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Figure �� Rescaled range analysis �upper� and Hurst
exponents �lower� of simulated returns processes�
Gauss�Markov process �S�t�� solid�� Gaussian pro�
cess �G�t�� dashed�� and Scrambled Gauss�Markov
�Scr� S�t�� dotted� process� The left �right� plots are
for positively �negatively� correlated processes S�t��
Samples of ������ points were used in these experi�
ments� The minimum time scale on which Hurst ex�
ponents were calculated is ��� ticks�

Table �� Hurst exponents computed in three di�erent
time�scale windows� ��� ���� ���� ���� and �����
������ The results given are for DEM�USD data from
Oct� �		
 to Sep� �		�� We computed the Hurst
exponents month by month and then averaged over
�
 months�

Time�Scale ������ �������� ����������

Original
Mean ����� ����� ���		
STD ���
� ����� ���
�
Max ����� ����
 ����	
Min ����� ����	 �����

Median ����� ����� ���	�
Scrambled

Mean ����� ����
 �����
STD ����� ����� ���
�
Max ���	� ����� �����
Min ����� ���
� �����

Median ����� ����� �����

ing more data� Another estimation error is referred
to as high frequency distortion� which happens when
the time scale N is very small� In theory� the Hurst
exponents of Gaussian series and the scrambled data
should always be equal to ���� However� from Fig�
ure � and �� we �nd that their Hurst exponents are
larger than ��� when the time scale is small� In ����
Mandelbrot and Wallis analyzed this high frequency
distortion� They found that the error occurs due to a
quantization e�ect in the discrete data� which results
in the �grid population range� being smaller than
the �true population range�� As the time scale in�
creases� the �grid population range� approaches the
�true population range��

Due to the existence of estimation errors� one should
be very careful when interpreting the results obtained
from rescaled range analysis and Hurst exponent com�
putations� In our analysis� we always compare the
results obtained from the original data to those ob�
tained from the scrambled data and some synthetic
series� Furthermore� as listed in Table �� we com�
puted the Hurst exponents in three di�erent time�
scale windows� ������� �������� and ����������
and again compared to their corresponding �gures ob�
tained from the scrambled data� For the time scale
from �� � ����� we have more than 		� con�dence
to accept the hypothesis that the Hurst exponents of
the original data are di�erent from those of scrambled
data�
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Figure �� Long term autocorrelation analysis for
DEM�USD data from Oct� �		
 to Sep� �		�� The
autocorrelation coecients are computed month by
month and then averaged over �
 months� The error
bars are � one standard deviation�

The results in Table � show that the mean�reverting
attribute of tick�by�tick interbank FX data exists even
when the time scales are up to ���� ticks� This can
further be con�rmed by long�term correlation anal�
ysis� We computed the autocorrelation coecients
between �p�t����p�t�� and �p�t��p�t���� �p stands
for FX quotes� with di�erent � � Figure � shows the
results� We see that signi�cant negative correlations
exists for � � 
���

To observe whether the above rescaled range anal�
ysis and Hurst exponent computations are a�ected
by possible outliers in the data� we used robust es�
timation and replaced means by medians� Now� the
�R�S��N� is the median� not average� rescaled range�
and the Hurst exponent is obtained with least me�
dian of squares regression instead of ordinary least
squares regression� Table 
 compares the results ob�
tained with robust approach to those with ordinary�
non�robust approach� We see that both approaches
obtain very similar results for small time scales� but
there is a di�erence for the time scale ����� ������

In summary� the behavior of the Hurst exponents
in the returns of DEM�USD exchange rates is qualita�
tively di�erent from the Hurst exponents of Gaussian
series and scrambled series of the returns of DEM�USD
exchange rates� It is similar to that of an AR���
process with negative coecient� Further investiga�
tion is required to estimate the two cuto� time scales
within which the estimation error is small and both
low and high frequency distortions can be ignored�

Table 
� Comparison of Hurst exponents on di�erent
time scales estimated with robust and non�robust re�
gression methods� The results are for the Oct� �		

DEM�USD data�

Time�Scale ������ �������� ����������
Robust ���	� ����� �����

Non�robust ����� ����
 ���
�

Table �� Interactions of monthly and daily average
Bid�Ask Spreads� Volatility� and Forecastability� The
	�� con�dence limits for the cross�correlation coef�
�cients are f���	�����g for monthly average and f�
��
�����g for daily average� Thus� all of the cross�
correlations are signi�cantly di�erent from zero�

Monthly Forecastability Volatility Spreads

Forecastability �����

Volatility ������ �����

Spreads ������ ��	
� �����

Daily Forecastability Volatility Spreads

Forecastability �����

Volatility ������ �����

Spreads ���
�� ����� �����

Our present results� however� support the conclusion
that the DEM�USD series is mean�reverting for the
period studied�

�� Bid�Ask Spreads� Volatility� and
Forecastability

We constructed recursive AR predictors of the Bid
and Ask returns series� The predictors were uni�
variate predictors and were re�estimated for each tick
based on a moving window of the ��
� previous ticks�
The detailed designs and performances for predictors
on various time scales ahead can be seen in ����

One interesting phenomenon that we have found
is a very high degree of correlation between average
Bid�Ask spreads� volatility� and forecastability� Fig�
ure � shows our one�tick ahead prediction accuracy
�as measured by the percentage of correctly predicted
ups� downs� or no�changes�� the volatility �de�ned
as the standard deviation of price changes� and the
Bid�Ask spreads� Table � gives their correlation co�
ecients� Note the highly signi�cant correlations for
both monthly and daily averages�

These results support the notion that higher volatil�
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Figure �� Forecastability� Volatility and Bid�Ask
Spreads computed monthly for the DEM�USD mar�
ket during Oct� �		
 to Sep� �		�� Signi�cant corre�
lations between the curves are apparent� See Table �
for the cross�correlation coecients�

ity results in higher forecasting error and increased
risk for market makers� To compensate for this in�
crease in risk� market makers increase their Bid�Ask
spreads�

�� Concluding Remarks

We have demonstrated convincing evidence for statistically�
signi�cant mean reversion on short time scales in tick�
by�tick foreign exchange spot rates� Our results in�
clude correlation analysis� rescaled range analysis� and
computation of Hurst exponents�

Moreover� we have demonstrated the presence of
signi�cant statistical relationships in the tick�by�tick
data between forecastability� volatility� and Bid�Ask
spreads� Spreads are positively correlatedwith volatil�
ity� while forecastability is negatively correlated with
both spreads and volatility� These relationships agree
with economic intuition about the rational behavior
of FX dealers�
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